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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates a potential application of GPS
signals for ocean altimetry. The altimetry information is
derived from dual-frequency GPS signals reflected from
the ocean surface and received at a low-altitude satellite.
Such altimetry would be superior to conventional radar

altimetry in three respects: ( 1 ) Thanks to the global GPS
constellation, sea surface heights at up to 12 points can be
determined instead of a single nadir point at any one time;
(2) The user satellite only need be equipped with a GPS
receiver which also serves as the receiver acquiring direct
GPS signals for orbit determination; and (3) The delay
spread of the reflected signal is a function of the seasurface roughness, so that this technique may allow
scatterometry-like measurements of surface weather
conditions.
The paper addresses several criteria for the GPS altimetry
to k viable. These include the signal strength, delay
characteristics and polarization of the reflected GPS
signals, the receiver capability of discriminating and
tracking these signals from the direct signats, the
determination of the reflection points on the sea surface,
and the information content of these signals.
INTRODUCTION
Satellite onboard radar altimeter has been used exclusively
for precise measurement of ocean surface height in
modem years [ 1–3]. ‘I%e radar signal is transmitted
vertically downward by the satellite, usually at low
altitudes. The signal, upon reflection back from the ocean
surface, is received by the same satellite. The ocean
surface height can then be derived from the radar signal
delay and the precise height of the independently
determined satellite orbit. Since only a single shot of
measurement directly below the satellite is made at any
one time, the satellite orbit has to be properly designed
and measurements over a prolonged period of time are
required for a global coverage of the ocean.
GPS measurements have demonstrated to be capable of
precise positioning of users on earth as well as on low
altitude satellites. Positioning to cm-level accuracy has
been reported [4-6]. Can a highly-modified GPS receiver
be used to derive ocean topography by tracking the GPS
signals as they retlect from the ocean surface, leading to
low-cost altimetry missions?

During a July 1991 JPL measurenlerlt tracking a setting
GPS satellite from the top of the Mauna Kca volcano, a
beat frequency was noticed in the measured phase and
“amplitude which was consistent with a signal reflected
from the ocean, about 3 to 13 dB down in amplitude,
adding to the direct signal. The investigators noticed that
the height of the receiver above the ocean could be crudely
determined as a function of the beat frequency between
the direct signal and the one reflected from the ocean
surface.
Glazman [7,8] has demonstrated a form of bistatic radar
to measure sea height using a tower-mounted transmitter
and receiver. He used the amplitude modulation caused by
the addition of direct and reflected signals, as a function
of transmit frequency, to deduce the sea height. His work
demonstrated a technique for the separation of sea height
from surface roughness, leading to sea-height accuracy of
about 3 cm.
A group of investigators at NASA I,angley and at the
University of Colorado is investigating the use of
reflected GPS signals for ionospheric calibration of a
single-frequency altimeter. They have successfully
tracked the reflected GPS signals from an air-borne
platform+.
NASAS Office of the Mission to Planet Earth has funded
an investigation at the JPL that will plan how GPS
Altimetry could be used to supplement more traditional
ocean altimetry missions.
ADVANTAGES
GPS altimetry would be superior than conventional,
vertical only, radar altimetry in three respects: ( 1 ) Sea
surface heights at up to 12 points can be determined
instead of a single nadir point at any one time; (2) The
user satellite only need be equipped with a GPS rweiver
which can also serve as the receiver acquiring direct GPS
signals for orbit determination; and (3) The delay spread
of the reflected signal is a function of the sea-surface
roughness,
so that this technique may allow
scatterometry-like measurements of surface weather
conditions.
To provide a feel of the potential geographic coverage of
the altimetry measurements, Fig. 1 shows the geographic
coverage of the reflection points where sea surface height
is to be determined. Here, a 24-satellite GPS constellation
is assumed; Topcx satellite (1,336-km altitude) is used as
the user satellite. Altimetry measurements are made for atl
GPS ‘ satellites above Topex’s local horizon (-22°
elevation at the reflection point on sea surface) over 1 day
at 2-minute intervals. For comparison, Fig. 2 shows the
Topex ground track which represents the geographic
.—.
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+ Jim Garrison, Quarterly NASA GPS Users Council Videxxonference, January 8, 1997
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Geographic coverage of GPS- Topex
altimetry measurements over
1 day at 2-minute intervals
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Fig. 2. Geographic coverage of conventional
Topex altimetry measurements over
1 day at 2-minute intervals
coverage of conventional altimetry. The coverage in Fig. 1
is better by a factor of 8.5, which will be even greater if a
lower elevation cutoff is used.
CHARACTERISTICS OF REFLECTED GPS
SIGNALS
The viability of GPS altime~ depends on the amplitude
and coherence of the reflected signals. One demonstration
of the strength of the GPS signal reflected from the ocean
was described by Jean-Claude Auber et al. [9]. Their
intent was to investigate the likelihood of ocean multipath
interfering with GPS navigation of aircraft. In their paper,
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they show relative levels of GPS signals received directly
and reflected from the ocean. The reflected signals had
total amplitudes within 4 to 6 dB of the direct signal, with
a doppler spread depending on the angle of incidence, and
a delay spread depending on the aircraft altitude and sea
state,
The polarization of the reflected signals is primarily leftcircular polarized, which helps distinguish them from the
righl-circular polarized direct signals.
Given the expected signal strengths, group delay
measurements are expected to give several-decimeter
errors, while carrier phase tracking would give cm-level
errors. Phase coherence of the reflected signal will be
crucial to making cm-level phase delay measurements.
Coherence is difficult to determine analytically, as the
radio wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as
ocean waves, so neither specular nor diffuse reflection
approximations are valid. Experiments will be conducted
to measure the reflected signal’s coherence.
The calculated footprint of the first Fresncl zone seen by a
satellite at 800 km varies from -300 m to several km,
depending on the angle of incidence.
Synoptic measurements can be made to multiple satellites,
with the reflecting points spreading over a few thousands
of kilometers.
RECEIVER
The receiver is required to track direct GPS signals as
well as the delayed signals which have been reflected
from the ocean surface. The strawman design is a reccivcr
with input from an up-looking omni-directional antenna as
WCII as
from one or more left-circularly-polarized
antennas directed toward the ocean. The down-looking
antennas may consist of receiver-stezred phased arrays,
so that significant gain may be directed toward reflections.

For that USC , the receiver tracked a refcrcncc GPS signal
which was split off before being transmitted to the
antenna under test. The signal received through the
antenna under test was tracked by the same receiver. The
reference and received signals from the antenna range
application have direct analogies to the direct and reflected
signals for GPS altimetry.
DETERMINATION OF REFLECTION POINTS
Although the earth’s shape can be thought of as an
ellipsoid, the cquipotcntial surface of its gravity field (the
gcoid) has an undulation from such a reference ellipsoid.
The earth’s mean sea surface again deviates from the
gcoid due to ocean dynamic current. Earth’s tides and
other effects deviate the sea surface even further.
Therefore, the determination of the reflection points on the
sea surface becomes one of the key issues that has to be
addressed for the GPS altimetry. A two-step algorithm
has been devised and is outlined in this section. In the
first step an approximate nominal sea surface is assumed
and in the second step the reflection point is refined with a
more precise surface.
Step 1: Ellipsoidal sea surface
Assume that the sea surface is on an ellipsoid but that the
surface normal vector coincide with the radial vector
Referring to Fig. 3, let the geocenter be at O, the GPS be
at G and the user be at U. The positions of G and U, and
their height H~ and Hu above the ellipsoid arc known. So
is the angle y, + ‘Y,.
An initial guess of the geocentric position vector of M is,
-.
-.
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In order to acquire the retlectcd signal from a given
satellite, the receiver will form a model delay and doppler
using data from the direct track of that satellite, along with
knowledge of the locations and velocities of the receiver
and GPS satellites, and approximate knowledge of the
ocean surface and deflections of the local vertical.
After acquisition, this same information will be used to
allow a narrow tracking loop to track the residual delay
and doppler, and the delay-width of the reflected signal.
The output delay and doppler, along with the postprocessed orbits of the GPS and user satellites will be
used to map the 3-d location of reflecting pixels. In
addition, the delay width of the reflected signals, along
with their dopplcrs, will be used to estimate the ocean
wave height and direction.
The TurboRogue receiver has been previously used in a
similar mode, as instrumentation for an antenna range.
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Fig. 3. Geometry of GPS (G), User (U) and
reflection point (R)

.
according to Fig. 3,

error if proper correction to the sca surface is not made.
f)etailcd mean sea surface maps [10] and ocean tide model

hl = U + {Hu/(Hu+H~)} (G -U)
The geocentric position vector of R, and the two angles y,
and y, can then be determined. The incidence angle al and
reflection angle CX, can then be calculated from the
triangles ORG and ORU, respectively.
The two angles q and a,, computed above are, in

general, unequal to each other. A better approximation is to
take their weighted sum
a’, =

a’, = (HG al + H u a,) / (EIG + HU)

Re-calculate y, from the triangle ORG, say ‘f,; and y, from
the triangle ORU, say ~,. The average value of y, is given
by

[11 ] arc readily available for such corrections. The
deviation between the sea surface normal vector and the
geoccntnc radial vector (used in Step 1 above) can be
calculated from these models, from which the correction
to the reflection point can bc determined.
The reflection point correction is decomposed into the “inplanc” and the “out-of-plane” components. The former is
in the plane containing U, R and G. The Iattcr is in the
plane rotated by 90° with respect to the local vertical. ‘Ile
two planes are as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, rcspcctivcly.
The components of the adjustment to the reflection point
are indcpcndcntl y determined in the two planes. In each
plane, the condition that the incidence and the reflection
angles be equal is imposed while the reflection point is
updated.
In-Plane Component:

[y, + (y, + y,) -- y’r] / 2
Re-calculate M and then R from the average vahre of y,.
Then rc-calculate the a, and a, and iterate until a, = a,. A
simulation in the following section shows that only 5 or 6
iterations are needed for rx, and et, to agree to each other to
better than 0.0001 radian.

Let the in-plane component of the deviation between the
sea surface normal vector and the geocentric radial vector
be A. Referring to Fig. 4, the corrections ~ and 4 to the
incidence and reflection angles can be determined by the
following two equations:
Ar+A, =2A

Step 2: Corrected sea surface
The actual sea surface deviates from being on an ellipsoid.
The reflection point estimated in Step 1 above would be in

where ~ and ~ are the distances, respectively,
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Fig. 4. Adjustment of reflection point on sea
surface due to the deviation of normal vector
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Fig. 5. Adjustment of reflection point on sea
surface due to the deviation of normal vector
from geocentric radial vector: component in a
plane orthogonal to ORG plane

between R and LJ, and between R and G. Note that for the
first of the above two equation to be valid, the incidence
and reflection angles relative to the geocentric radial vector
have to be equal to each other before the correction. This
is why these angles need be made equal to high precision
in Step 1 above.

GPS

P,
User
P~

Iiliminating ~ and noting that A is of the order of 0.10
hence the small-argument approximation, COSA, = !, we
have

actual
sea surface

s

E

h–

nominal

saa surface
-ti~

sinA, = &U. sin2A / (~ + RU COS 2A)
from which A, can Ix deter-mined and the adjustment to the
reflection point is given by
t= ~ sinA, / cos(ct + A - A,)
Out-of-Plane Component:
Let the out-of-plane component of the deviation between
the sea surface normal vector and the geocentric radial
vector be A’. Refernng to Fig. 5, the angles A’, and A’,
can be determined by the following two equations:
A’, + A, = 2A’

Fig. 6. Determination of altimetry height
h from reflected GPS to User range
measurements
As shown in Fig. 6, the reflected range measurement
from GPS to the user satellite is

~ sinA’, = ~ sinA’,
P= PI+P2
Eliminating A’, and using small-argument approximation,
COSA’, = 1, again yields
sinA’, = ~ sin2A’ / (~ +~ COS2A’)
from which A’, can be deter-mind and the adjustment to
the reflection point is given by
t‘ = IUJ cosa sinAi / COS(A’ – A,)
After both in-plane and out-of-plane corrections are made,
A and A are incrementally adjusted to account for the shift
of the reflection point ~ and ~ ‘. ‘fIre process is repeated
until the last adjustments in 4 and ~ ‘ are small. Only one
or two iterations may be needed for this process.

where
p, = [RG2 + (R~+h)2 -2 RG (R~+h) COSY,]

“2

P2 = [RU 2 + (Rs+h)2 -2 R{] (Rs+h) COSyr]”2
RG, Ru and Rs are, respectively, the geocentric distances
to GPS, User satellite and the nominal reflection point.
The measurement partial derivative with respect to the sea
surface height, h, is

4
ap

= (Rs - R~ COSY,)

/ p, +

(RS - Ru Cosyr) 1 P2

ahh=~

INFORMATION CONTENT OF REFLECTED
GPS SIGNAL,S
The infomlation content is defined in terms of the
sensitivity of the sea surface height to the measurement
error. A lower error sensitivity implies a higher
information content,

= – cos(n/2-~ - cos(ld2–s)
= -2 sirrg
wheres is the elevation angle at the reflection point,
The sensitivity of h solution to error in p is

O~/OP = –0.5 I sing

P= PI+P2

The sensitivity has a magnitude of 0.5 for ~ = !ZT
(overhead GPS), 1.5 for g = 20° and 2.9 for ~ = 10°.
RFSULTS OF SIMULATION
A simulation analysis is performed to demonstrate the
convergence of the iteration algorithm for the determination of the reflection point. The same assumptions used
in Figs. 1 and 2 are used.
Fig. 7 is a histogram showing the number of iterations
needed for the convergence of reflection point
determination. The criterion for convergence is for the
incidence and the reflection angles to be within 100
microradians (-20 arcsec) of each other. This simulation
shows that 6 or fewer iterations are needed at all times.
Fig. 8 is a histogram showing the elevation angle ~ of the
GPS signals at the reflection points. Note that ~ is 20° or
higher at all times, implying that the error sensitivity to the
range measurement is c 1.5 at all times. As a matter of
fact, over 75% of the sensitivity has a value lower than 1,
as shown in Fig. 9.

The doppler shift is the time derivative of p, which is
given by
~P = aP2
—
. . . . .+ ~P~
at at
at

=vu. ;2–v G.p,
where V6 and Vu are the velocity vectors of the GPS and
the user, respectively; ~ I and ~2 are unit vectors. The fact
that p is minimum and hence invariant with respect to the
reflection point has been used in arriving the second line
1000
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DETERMINATION OF DOPPLER SHIFT OF
REFLECTED GPS SIGNALS
For the onboard receiver’s tracking loop to acquire the
reflected GPS signal, the doppler shift of this signal needs
to be predetermined. Note that only a crude estimate is
sufficient for this purpose. This can be furnished with the
following onboard non-iterative algorithm.
Referring to Fig. 6, the reflected GPS to user range
measurement is
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of the above equation,
Since V~ and V~, can be predicted ahead of time to
sufficient accuracy, thedetemination of thedoppler shifts
becomes that of p, and fi2.
Assuming a spherical earth and for nominal GPS and user
altitudes, the angles y, and y, can be expressed,
respectively, as quadratic and cubic functions of the GPS
elevation at the user, with an accuracy better than O.1O.

The reflection point Rs is given by the set of three linear
equations:

investigation indicates that GPS signals reflected from
ocean surface contain strong altimetric information and the
technology is viable and promising.
A two-step, iterative algorithm has been devised for the
determination of reflection point on sea surface, which is
vital for altimetry with CJPS signals. Results of a
simulation analysis show that not more than six iterations
are required for the convergence of GPS signal ray path
angles to within 10-4 radian in Step 1, which assumes an
ellipsoidal sea surface with geocentric radial vector as
the normal vector. Step 2, which corrects for the
approximated sea surface shape and normal vector in
Step 1, is expected to require about one or two iterations.
The next version GPS receiver being developed at JPL
will be capable of simultaneously tracking the direct GPS
transmission from an upward-looking antenna, and the
reflected signal through an antenna pointing toward the
ocean. In order to exploit this capability, receiver software
must be developed.

where fi~ and ~u are the unit vectors of R~ and R u,
respectively, and R, is the earth’s radius.
From these actuations the coordinates of R~ and, in turn,
~ I and ~2, and the doppler shift, can be determined.
The doppler shift for the reflected GPS signals as
observed by Topex covers a range of +56 kHz at L1
frequency, as shown in Fig. 10. This range is about 37910
wider than that for direct GPS signals, which is *41 kH?,.

The analysis reported in this paper is only preliminary.
Other related issues to be addressed include the
assessment of reflected GPS signal quality, the optimal
usc of GPS pseudorange and carrier phase data types, the
recovery of sea state, and the determination of sea surface
height from simulated data.
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The potential use of GPS signals as ocean altimetry
measurements has been investigatti, This preliminary
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